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Abstract & Pattern Diploma Success for Karen Dewson
Despite ‘Lockdown Blues’ and limited opportunities, the WCC Diploma Scheme continues to
flourish and we confirm yet another success.
This time we feature a very successful Specialised Diploma in Abstract and Pattern
Photography presented by Karen Dewson.

'Surrounded by an environment of clutter and distraction I seek to isolate an often unseen
view of otherwise familiar places and objects'.
“I started the Diploma process a few years ago with a good selection of images taken at the
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery followed by a long weekend in St. Ives and a visit to
the Tate. After that, images came in fits and starts and I realised that I had been waiting for
the panel to emerge from images that I happened to take whilst out and about. I had at
least a dozen photographs that worked well but now I needed to actively seek those final
images to bring the panel together.
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Limitations to travel have meant that I have had to look closer to home for shots to
compliment photographs of much grander places. I resorted to my preferred method of
photography - using the 150mm Sigma for close-up shots. Those little details of everyday
objects allowed me to find the simple shapes I was looking for.
In February 2021 the panel has finally clicked into place. I have taken lots of additional
photos just to get a few that fit but now I’m happy with the images, both as individual shots
and as a balanced panel. If I could offer one piece of advice: be brave enough to remove
your favourite image for the sake of the whole.
I would like to offer my sincere thanks to Clive for his unswerving support and
encouragement throughout the process and thank the assessment team for taking the time
to support the Diploma scheme and for your generous comments”.
A selection of comments from the assessors:

Her evident sense of personal style showed through
more in the highly abstracted images.
For me it was no.7 with its dark moody subtleties and
minimal content that stood out.
The negative spaces were dynamic and enhanced the
placing of the delicate lighter areas. It's very brave
to put the weight of darkness towards the top.
The light whispers below were not compromised or
visually squashed by the weight above them.
I was surprised by some images, pleased by others,
found humour in some, but I was delighted by them
all.
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Karen's panel arrangement was very skilled, clearly demonstrating the eye of a graphic
artist at work. The use of the contrasting high- and low-key images was deftly managed and
well balanced, and she maintained a real dynamic throughout (look at the carefully placed
diagonals in adjacent images 11 & 12 at the bottom left, for example).
The unusual composition of the central montage image provided a really strong 'anchor' for
the panel and the high-key paper and sculpture images are simply delicate and
beautiful.
There is an inherent potential tension between demonstrating variety while still achieving
coherence and this panel covered a wide range of image subjects and types, from macro to
architectural, all brought together by the intriguing composition, expert treatment and
thoughtful arrangement.

NO: 11 -

This was an exquisitely elegant, balanced panel which lead us to explore, but did not give
up the secrets. Choosing to render the images in black and white abstracted the images further.
I enjoyed the contrast of the dark images within the cross shaped centre and the very high
key images on the outside. The panel shows excellent seeing, realisation, control and careful craft. Most importantly for me, this panel invited me to stay and observe, keeping my
attention.
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A beautiful panel presentation.
The delicate lighter wispy images bravely put to the edges, surrounding the darker heavy
images shows great confidence and conviction. Karen’s strong graphic sense of balance was
apparent in the individual images as well as in the presentation.

Offering a range of topics, the Club’s Diploma Scheme provides a series of achievable
goals for members to improve their photography. At each step along the way, we have a
team of Advisors to help with advice and guidance.
Clive Haynes FRPS
WCC Diploma Scheme Coordinator.
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Whether you are interesting in creating a panel of work for our own WCC Diploma, or are
thinking of applying for an LRPS, ARPS or FRPS with the Royal Photographic Society, you
will almost certainly find this booklet on ISSUU to be useful and inspirational.
It is called ‘Accolade’ and is produced by the Digital Imaging Group to celebrate successes.
This particular issue contains no less than 24 photographers who have been successful in
applying for distinctions and each person talks about their journey in creating their panel,
including getting the ideas and the difficulties they encountered.
All the images and presentation layout plans are included.

Here is the link:
https://issuu.com/royalphotographicsociety/docs/accolade_8_test
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Projected Images Section Link Duration
Mono and Scapes Part 1
https://vimeo.com/527946381 33 mins
Mono and Scapes Part 2
https://vimeo.com/528003615 33 mins
Colour and Nature Part 1
https://vimeo.com/527421743 41 mins
Colour and Nature Part 2
https://vimeo.com/527433176 46 mins
Triptychs https://vimeo.com/527744196 14
mins
Midphot 2021 Award Winners
https://vimeo.com/527753771 15 mins

There will be a Wildlife Photography Retrospective Exhibition on at
The Commandry in May/June
https://www.museumsworcestershire.org.uk/events/british-wildlifephotography-awards-retrospective-exhibition/
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